for the IPDGC and GERAD Investigators IMPORTANCE Despite Alzheimer disease (AD) and Parkinson disease (PD) being clinically distinct entities, there is a possibility of a pathological overlap, with some genome-wide association (GWA) studies suggesting that the 2 diseases represent a biological continuum. The application of GWA studies to idiopathic forms of AD and PD have identified a number of loci that contain genetic variants that increase the risk of these disorders. METHODS To identify evidence for potentially pleiotropic alleles that increased the risk for both PD and AD, we performed a combined PD-AD meta-analysis and compared the results with those obtained in the primary GWA studies. We also tested for a net effect of potentially polygenic alleles that were shared by both disorders by performing a polygenic score analysis. Finally, we also performed a gene-based association analysis that was aimed at detecting genes that harbor multiple disease-causing single-nucleotide polymorphisms, some of which confer a risk of PD and some a risk of AD.
A lzheimer disease (AD) and Parkinson disease (PD) are the 2 common age-related neurodegenerative diseases. Clinically, AD occurs in both familial and sporadic forms and is characterized by progressive impairment in memory, judgment, decision making, orientation to physical surroundings, and language. Pathologically, the hallmarks of AD involve neuronal loss, the deposition of extracellular plaques containing β-amyloid, and neurofibrillary tangles containing tau. 1 Parkinson disease involves the deposition of α-synuclein as intracellular Lewy bodies in multiple brain regions and manifests as both a movement disorder and a distinct form of cognitive impairment, characterized by visuospatial impairment and fluctuations in mental state. 1 Changes in α-synuclein production, autophagy, or abnormalities in mitochondrial and lysosomal functions have been shown to be pathologically important in some familial forms of PD. 2 Although advancing age is a common risk factor for both AD and PD, studies that have investigated the extent to which these 2 diseases co-occur in families have produced varying results. Generally, these have reported either no increased risk of AD in the relatives of patients with PD or an increased risk of AD in younger patients with PD or those with cognitive impairment. [3] [4] [5] However, it is possible that the misdiagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies or PD dementia may have confounded some of the older studies that reported a clinical overlap between AD and PD. It remains unclear if there is familial clustering of the co-occurrence of these 2 diseases. The identification of rare, highly penetrant mutations in genes causing familial PD and AD has had a considerable effect on our understanding of the pathogenesis of these complex and common disorders. The genes that cause familial AD have been related to the production of β-amyloid, 6 whereas those identified in familial PD have implicated α-synuclein production and abnormalities of mitophagy in the disease process. We know from work on mendelian neurodegenerative disease genetics that single mutations can have pleiotropic effects. For example, the C9orf72 expansion can cause frontotemporal lobar degeneration or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but the basis for this phenotypic variation is unknown. 7, 8 More recently, our understanding of the idiopathic forms of AD and PD has been greatly enhanced by a number of large genomewide association (GWA) studies. These GWA studies have replicated the already established association between sporadic AD and variants at the APOE locus on chromosome 19 and have identified several novel susceptibility loci 9-13 that implicate endocytosis, innate immunity, and lipid processing as important pathogenetic mechanisms. 14 In PD, as well as providing evidence that variants at the genes encoding α-synuclein (SNCA) and the microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) are also risk factors for the idiopathic form of the illness, 15-20 these studies have collectively identified variants at over 18 loci that significantly modify risk for PD.
15,21
Despite AD and PD being clinically distinct entities, there is pathological evidence of Lewy body deposition in AD (which is central to dementia with Lewy bodies) that has been reported to be more extensive in familial AD cases and in AD cases with a variant pathology. 22 Similarly, an AD pathology has been reported in some PD cases, with there being a correlation between a cortical amyloid pathology, a neurofibrillary tangle pathology, and dementia in PD. 23 Moreover, although a tau neuropathology is considered to be a hallmark feature of AD, it is intriguing that GWA studies of PD have identified strong evidence for an association at the area containing the MAPT gene, including studies looking at pathologically defined disease. 24 Taken as a whole, these studies suggest the possibility of a pathological overlap between AD and PD, with some suggesting that the 2 diseases represent a biological continuum. 25, 26 As a result, it has been suggested that our understanding of any biological overlap could be greatly improved by the combined analysis of AD and PD genetic risk factors. 27 Although GWA studies offer a powerful approach for identifying loci that increase the risk of disease, the identification of loci that confer an increased genetic risk for apparently separate diseases can suggest an overlap in disease etiology and pathogenesis. In the present study, we have assessed the genetic overlap between PD and AD by testing for the presence of potentially pleiotropic loci in 2 recent GWA studies of AD 9 and PD. 15 Comparisons of pleiotropic loci with those that increase the risk of either PD or AD could potentially lead to a greater understanding of the biological pathways that are common to or distinctive of both disorders and could thus help us identify plausible pharmacological targets.
Methods

AD GWA Study Data Set
The GWA study of AD included 3177 AD cases and 7277 controls from the United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany that had been typed with the Illumina Chips 610K and 550K. The mean (SD) age of the individuals was 74.1 (8.8) years for AD cases and 54.5 (14.3) years for controls, and about 27% of the controls were elderly screened controls. Full details of the samples and analysis methods used are provided in the primary study. 9 Imputation was performed on this data set using IMPUTE2 28 and the 1000 genomes (www.1000genomes.org/)
Dec2010 reference panel (National Center for Biotechnology Information genome build 37.1). As recommended by Howie and colleagues, 28 we used an imputation quality "INFO" score of 0.4 or higher as the quality-control filter, and this resulted in 7 401 079 markers remaining in our analysis. This imputed GWA study was then analyzed using logistic regression accounting for 7 covariates: chip, country of data collection, sex, age, and 3 principal components obtained with EIGENSTRAT software 29 based on individual genotypes for the GERAD study participants. The genome-wide inflation factor (genomic control λ) 30 for this study was λ = 1.09, while the genomic control λ 1000 , which is a recommended measure of genomic control for the analysis of large data sets, 31 was λ = 1.02.
PD GWA Study Data Set
The GWA data on PD were obtained from the meta-analysis of 5 PD studies (2 from the United States [from the National Institute on Aging and from the database of Genotypes and Phenotypes], 1 from the United Kingdom, 1 from Germany, and 1 from France) that included 5333 cases and 12 298 controls.
A total of 5571 controls (434 from the German study and 5137 from the UK study) were also in the AD GWA study. Imputation was performed on this data set using identical methods and quality-control parameters as were applied to the AD data set. This resulted in a total of 7 815 616 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) remaining in our analysis and a genomic control λ = 1.083 (λ 1000 = 1.01). The summary statistics for each marker in the PD data set were obtained using fixed-effects inverse-variance-weighted meta-analyses with METAL software (www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/metal/).
Statistical Analysis
In our study, all analyses were based on the summary statistics (allele frequencies, effect sizes, and corresponding standard deviations) available for 2 GWA studies, one of AD 9 and the other of PD. 15 We had available data for 7 303 091 SNPs that had passed the quality-control filter in both studies. We removed SNPs with large differences in minor allele frequencies between controls from the AD GWA study 9 and controls from the PD GWA study 15 by excluding imputed SNPs whose maximum ratio of allele frequencies for either allele (max[freq
, where a is the allele and i = 1, 2) was greater than 5. This procedure excluded 1 503 235 SNPs of which more than 95% had a minor allele frequency of less than 0.05, leaving a total of 5 799 856 SNPs for further analyses.
SNP-Based Analysis
We performed a meta-analysis that combined the AD and PD GWA studies. However, because 5571 controls were used in both studies, we adjusted for the lack of independence by using inverse-variance meta-analysis, in which variance estimators accounted for the correlations of the overlapping controls. 32 To avoid overcorrection, the test statistic for each SNP was corrected by the number of shared controls determined for each particular SNP. There was no overall inflation of the AD-PD meta-analysis statistics (λ 1000 = 1.00).
Polygenic Score Analysis
The polygenic score analysis is designed to test whether the polygenes (ie, alleles of small effect that the GWA study is underpowered to detect) confer an aggregate risk and whether the same sets of polygenes are shared between cohorts/data sets. Herein, we followed the approach previously described by the International Schizophrenia Consortium 33 using the larger PD GWA study 15 (5333 cases and 12 298 controls) as the discovery set. From this, we first selected a set of SNPs that were in relative linkage equilibrium by performing linkagedisequilibrium (LD) pruning at r 2 < 0.25, within a 200-SNP sliding window as recommended by the International Schizophrenia Consortium. 33 To address alternative approaches to dealing with the complexity of LD, we also performed the polygenic score analysis by (1) "clumping" SNPs based on the LD structure in the PD cohort and testing for association in the AD sample and (2) clumping SNPs based on the LD structure in the AD cohort and testing for association in the PD sample. For each SNP, we then identified its corresponding P value for tests of allelic association, and for those that met a predetermined significance threshold of association (P T < .01, .05, .10, …, up to .90), we determined the effect size and the allele that was present in the PD group more frequently than in the controls. We termed these the score alleles. We next used PLINK 34 version
1.06 to calculate the "polygenic score" for each individual in the AD GWA study 9 as the average number of score alleles they possessed, each weighted by their effect sizes (B coefficients) from the PD discovery sample. Logistic regression was then used to test whether the polygenic score predicted the case/ control status in the AD GWA study, 9 while allowing for the 7
covariates (chip, country of data collection, sex, age, and 3 principal components). To ensure that the AD and PD GWA studies were independent, we excluded those controls from the AD GWA study 9 who were also used in the PD GWA study, 15 resulting in an AD testing data set of 3177 cases and 4171 controls. Note that the number of controls is larger than number of controls in the imputed AD study minus AD-PD shared controls (7277 − 5571 = 1706). This is due to the fact that we had available GWA study (but not imputed) genotypes of 1958 Birth Cohort collection controls generated by the Type-1 Diabetes Genetics Consortium (see the AD GWA study 9 for details). We used all available controls to increase the power of the polygenic score analysis. Plots of the polygenic scores' distributions are presented in the eFigure in Supplement.
Gene-Based Analysis
Single-nucleotide polymorphisms were assigned to genes if they were located within the genomic sequence corresponding to the start of the first and the end of the last exon of any transcript corresponding to that gene. For all currently known human SNPs and genes and their identifiers, the chromosome number and the location of the chromosome were obtained from the dbSNP132 database, genome build 37.1.
To calculate gene-wide P values, we first corrected all SNP P values in the AD and PD imputed data sets for genomic control λ and used the corrected P values to generate gene-wide P values. 35 The LD correlation structure for each gene was derived from the data in the 1000 genomes Dec2010 reference panel because this was the reference panel used for imputation. Because the 1000 genomes data set contains only 283 European subjects, for the gene-based analysis, we used only SNPs with a minor allele frequency of 0.01. The GWA analysis was performed using approximation statistics adjusted for setbased analysis of genetic data on the summary P values while controlling for LD and the different number of markers per gene. 35 A total of 27 174 and 28 054 genes were analyzed in the AD and PD GWA studies, respectively, of which 27 167 were common to both studies. Evidence in favor of pleiotropy was then assessed by testing whether the number of significant genes that overlapped between the 2 studies was greater than expected by chance using a χ 2 test with 1 df for a 2 × 2 contingency table quantifying the numbers of significant vs not significant genes in AD vs PD studies, assuming that the genes were independent and the 2 studies were independent. Note that the gene-wide P values were calculated for each study separately, and therefore the χ 2 analysis is not adjusted for shared controls. This, as well as the nonindependence of genes due to LD, may cause an inflation of the significance of re-sults when testing for gene overlap. Because the overlap was not significant (see the Results section), we did not run any further analyses to adjust for this inflation.
Results
First, we focused on the 29 regions already known to show a GWA with either AD 9-13 or PD 15,16,19 separately, and it was revealed that only 3 loci (rs356165, rs9897399, and rs6857) yielded genome-wide significant evidence for association in the combined AD-PD analysis (P = 5. , respectively), although at a higher level than in the PD GWA study or the AD GWA study on their own, respectively. Moreover, although 2 of these SNPs (at the SNCA [rs356165] and MAPT locus [rs9897399]) were genome-wide significant loci in the primary PD GWA study (P = 1.2 × 10 −28 and 8.3 × 10 −16 , respectively), they failed to provide nominal evidence for association in the AD GWA study (P = .38 and 0.11, respectively). Conversely, the high levels of association obtained for the SNP at the APOE locus (rs6857) in the AD GWA study (P = 4.4 × 10 −92
) was not replicated in the PD GWA study (P = .154).
We set out to identify pleiotropic alleles, which we define herein as an allele that significantly increases the risk of both PD and AD. We considered all SNPs that had already reached the threshold of genome-wide significance in either the primary AD or PD GWA study (n = 341), irrespective of the direction of effect in the other study. For these SNPs, we compared the P values obtained in the PD-AD combined meta-analysis with the lowest P values in either of the primary GWA studies. This revealed that, although 105 SNPs remained genomewide significant loci in the combined PD-AD analysis, only 1 SNP (rs2732653) had a greater level of significance (P = 3.5 × 10 −8 ) than in either of the primary GWA studies (P = 5 × 10 −8 in the PD GWA study) ( Figure) . Table 1 gives details of the best AD-PD-associated SNPs per region, which were earlier reported as associated with AD or PD. Table 1 is split into 2 parts (the top part corresponds to AD, and the bottom part corresponds to PD) and presents the odds ratios and P values in AD, PD, and AD-PD studies. To assess the significance of this observation, we randomly sampled 341 independent SNPs from the appropriate primary GWA study (ie, if an SNP was originally implicated in the AD GWA study, then the random SNPs were taken from the PD GWA study, and vice versa) and performed a meta-analysis (allowing for shared controls) with the 341 genome-wide significant SNPs. At each of the 10 000 simulations, we counted the number of SNPs that had metaanalysis P values less than the original genome-wide significant P values. This revealed that, on average, we should expect a mean (SD) of 30.5 (3.8) SNPs with smaller P values in the combined PD-AD meta-analysis. Our observation of only 1 SNP with a smaller P value in the combined PD-AD meta analysis is significantly less than expected by chance (P = 7.5 × 10 −15
) and was calculated by comparing the original number of SNPs (ie, 1) with a normally distributed random variable whose mean (SD) value obtained from the simulations was 30.5 (3.8) . This indicates that there is no evidence that the SNPs reported to be genome-wide significant SNPs in either AD or PD show a significant overlap.
Our next approach was to evaluate whether a shared set of common variants has an important role to play in both PD The association signals are compared in terms of the difference in −log 10 P values: −log 10 (combined PD-AD P value) − −log 10 [min(AD GWA P value, PD GWA P value)], where AD indicates Alzheimer disease and PD indicates
Parkinson disease. Only single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that were genome-wide significant SNPs in either the PD GWA study 15 or the AD GWA study 9 were included. and AD as a whole. To achieve this, we adopted the approach previously described by the International Schizophrenia Consortium 33 and summarized the variation across all nominally (P ≤ .05) associated loci into quantitative polygenic scores. We initially limited our analysis to the 18 186 SNPs that, following LD pruning (assuming a uniform distribution of LD between PD and AD cohorts), were nominally associated with PD. We did not identify a significant inflation in the polygenic scores of the AD cases compared with controls (P = .243; Table 2 ). Both increasing and decreasing the strin- 
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Analysis of GWA Studies of AD and of PD gency of our analysis to include SNPs associated with PD at P < .01, .05, …, .90 also failed to generate significant evidence for an overlap in common polygenic risk alleles between PD and AD (P values ranged between 0.22 and 0.66; Table 2 ). Moreover, performing polygenic score analysis after applying alternative approaches to dealing with the complexity of LD provided essentially the same results as those obtained in our original analysis, which assumed a more uniform LD structure between the 2 cohorts ( Table 2) . It is plausible that a single gene could harbor multiple risk variants (ie, some alleles increasing the risk of PD while other alleles increasing the risk of AD). In this scenario, the gene could function in a pleiotropic manner, but it would not be detected by an SNP-based analysis. Alternatively, by considering the gene as a unit and assessing association in a gene-wide analysis, we found that such genes would be expected to exhibit significant evidence for association with both PD and AD. To investigate this, we performed a GWA analysis of the 27 167 genes with SNP coverage in both data sets, which revealed that 46, 1, and 0 were significant at P < .05, .01, and .001, respectively, in both AD and PD data sets. Even though we did not correct for the presence of overlapping controls between these studies or for nonindependence of genes due to LD (both of which may increase the rate of type I errors), this did not represent a significant enrichment of genes that were associated with both AD and PD at any of the tested thresholds (P = .396, .383, and .99, respectively). Moreover, because it is possible that SNPs flanking genes can influence expression, we also performed this analysis with expanded gene boundaries (±20 kilobases at the start and end of transcription). Again, there was no evidence for a significant excess of genes associated with both AD and PD (P = .358, .527, and .99, respectively).
Discussion
In the present study, we have analyzed 2 large GWA studies for the presence of loci that confer an increased risk of both PD and AD. Because both primary GWA studies yielded significant evidence for a large number of susceptibility loci, we hypothesized that pleiotropic alleles that increased the risk of both PD and AD would yield a stronger association signal in a combined PD-AD meta-analysis compared with that obtained in the primary GWA studies. Our analysis of the combined PD and AD signals revealed no significant evidence for the presence of alleles that increase the risk of both diseases.
However, it is plausible that the risk of PD and AD could be influenced by large numbers of polygenic alleles, each with very small individual effects. In this case, although our analysis was probably underpowered to detect such variants, it is possible that their aggregate risk could be detected by the use of a polygenic approach. We therefore also analyzed the GWA data sets for a net effect of potentially polygenic alleles. While individual polygenic alleles may be weakly associated with disease, when they are combined, these same polygenic alleles can have a significant predictive ability, with subjects who have higher polygenic scores generally having a higher risk of some complex diseases. 33, 36 We therefore hypothesized that when compared with unaffected controls, patients with AD should have a higher average polygenic score for PD risk alleles. Despite this, our analysis failed to identify any significant evidence to support a shared polygenic risk between PD and AD. Finally, we also performed a gene-based association analysis, which, given the potential of allelic heterogeneity, was aimed at detecting genes that harbor multiple diseasecausing SNPs, some of which confer the risk of PD and some of which confer the risk of AD. This analysis also failed to identify evidence for a significant excess of genes that confer the risk of both PD and AD. Our findings therefore imply that loci that increase the risk of both PD and AD are not widespread and that the pathological overlap could instead be "downstream" of the primary susceptibility genes that increase the risk of each disease. Moreover, because the vast majority of the cases included in these GWA studies are clinically, rather than pathologically, diagnosed, our results suggest that clinically diagnosed cases of AD are unlikely to be inadvertently contaminated with substantial numbers of cases of pathological PD dementia, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the conclusion that AD and PD do not genetically overlap may be premature. It is possible that the power of our analyses may have been impaired by the exclusion of dementia with Lewy bodies, the phenotype that shares with both AD and PD certain pathological and clinical symptoms, from both primary GWA analyses. Alternatively, our study was limited to the analysis of alleles represented directly or indirectly by SNPs on the arrays. It is therefore possible that the future application of more refined analyses to larger AD and PD studies, which also better capture data from rare alleles, could identify genetic variants that confer an increased risk of both PD and AD. 
